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Kernel Regularization and Dimension Reduction

Fan Lu, Sündüz Keleş, Yi Lin, Stephen J. Wright and Grace Wahba
University of Wisconsin, Madison, 53706, USA

Abstract
It is often possible to use expert knowledge or other sourcesof
information to obtain dissimilarity measures for pairs of objects,
which serve as pseudo-distances between the objects. When dis-
similarity information is available as the data, there are two dif-
ferent types of problems of interest. The first is to estimatefull
position configuration for all objects in a low dimensional space
while respecting the dissimilarity information. This is usually for
the purposes of visualizing the data and/or conducting further sta-
tistical analysis, such as clustering or classification. Multidimen-
sional Scaling (MDS), which is still an active research area, has
been traditionally used to tackle this problem. In the second type
of problems, the high dimensional data points are assumed tolie
on a low dimensional manifold and the goal is to unfold the man-
ifold in order to recover the underlying intrinsic low dimensional
structure.

We provide a novel, unified framework called Kernel Regu-
larization to optimally solve both types of problems. Advanced
optimization techniques are utilized to obtain the global solu-
tions accurately and efficiently. The proposed method can nat-
urally accommodate the dissimilarity information with possibly
crude, noisy, incomplete, inconsistent and weighted observations.
Various favorable operating characteristics and properties of the
method are illustrated using both simulated and real data sets.

1 Dissimilarity Information and
Regularized Kernel Estimate

Given a set ofN objects, suppose we have obtained a measure of
dissimilarity,dij , for certain object pairs(i, j). We introduce the
class of Regularized Kernel Estimates (RKEs), which we define as
solutions to optimization problems of the following form:

min
K∈SN

X

(i,j)∈Ω

L
`

wij , dij , d̂ij(K)
´

+ λJ(K), (1)

whereSN is the convex cone of all real nonnegative definite ma-
trices of dimensionN , Ω is the set of pairs for which we utilize
dissimilarity information, andL is some reasonable loss func-
tion, convex ind̂ij , whered̂ij is the dissimilarity induced byK.
J is some reasonable convex kernel penalty (regularizing) func-
tion andλ is a tuning parameter balancing fit to the data and the
penalty onK. Thewij are weights that may, if desired, be associ-
ated with particular(i, j) pairs. The natural induced dissimilarity,
which is a real squared distance admitting of an inner product, is
d̂ij = K(i, i)+K(j, j)−2K(i, j) = Bij ·K, whereK(i, j) is the

(i, j) entry ofK andBij is a symmetric matrix of dimensionN
with all elements0 exceptBij(i, i) = Bij(j, j) = 1, Bij(i, j) =
Bij(j, i) = −1. The inner (dot) product of two matrices of the
same dimensions is defined as:A · B =

P

i,j
A(i, j) · B(i, j) ≡

trace(AT B). There are essentially no restrictions on the set of
pairs other than requiring that the graph of the objects withpairs
connected by edges be connected. A pair may have repeated ob-
servations, which just yield an additional term in (1) for each sep-
arate observation. If the pair set induces a connected graph, then
the minimizer of (1) will have no local minima.

Although it is usually natural to require the observed dissimi-
larity information{dij} to satisfydij ≥ 0 anddij = dji, the gen-
eral formulation above does not require these properties tohold.
The observed dissimilarity information may be incomplete (with
the restriction noted), it may not satisfy the triangle inequality,
or it may be noisy. It also may be crude, as for example when
it encodes a small number of coded levels such as “very close”,
“close”, “distant”, and “very distant”.

2 Procrustes Measures

A reasonable measure of the distance/dissimilarity between two
kernel matrices is needed to check convergence and characterize
the goodness of fit for different estimates. In some related litera-
ture, such a measure is called Procrustes measure.

A suitable measure proposed in [1] is based on the positional
differences after matching two gram matrices under translation,
rotation, and reflection. SupposeA andB are two centered gram
matrices, then the measure is calculated as follows:

G(A, B) = trace(A) + trace(B) − 2 trace(A
1

2 BA
1

2 )
1

2 .

The normalized version of this measure is simply:

γp(A,B) = G(A, B)/(trace(A)trace(B))
1

2 . (2)

Alternatively, if we care only about the pairwise distance informa-
tion, we can introduce another normalized measure:

γd(A, B) =
X

i<j

|d̂ijA − d̂ijB |/
X

i<j

1

2
(d̂ijA + d̂ijB), (3)

whered̂ijA andd̂ijB are pairwise squared distance between object
i andj, induced byA andB, respectively. Bothγp andγd will be
close to zero if kernelsA andB represent close configurations.
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3 General Convex Cone Problem
In the next two sections, we will introduce two specific formu-
lations of (1) to solve the two types of problems introduced in
the Abstract. Both formulations can be converted into a so-called
general convex cone programming problem, which we now spec-
ify here. This problem, which is central to modern optimization
research, involves some unknowns that are vectors in Euclidean
space and others that are symmetric matrices. These unknowns
are required to satisfy certain equality constraints and are also re-
quired to belong to cones of a certain type. The cones have the
common feature that they all admit a self-concordant barrier func-
tion, which allows them to be solved by interior-point methods that
are efficient in both theory and practice [2].

To describe the cone programming problem, we define some
notation. LetRp be Euclideanp-space and letPp be the non-
negative orthant inRp, that is, the set of vectors inRp whose
components are all nonnegative. We letQq be the second-order
cone of dimensionq, which is the set of vectorsx =

`

x(1), . . .,

x(q)
´

∈ Rq that satisfy the conditionx(1) ≥ [
Pq

i=2 x(i)2]
1

2 . We
defineSs to be the cone of symmetric positive semidefinites × s
matrices of real numbers. Inner products between two vectors are
defined in the usual way and we use the dot notation for consis-
tency with the matrix inner product notation. The general convex
cone problem is then:

min
Xj,xi,z

ns
X

j=1

Cj · Xj +

nq
X

i=1

ci · xi + g · z (4)

s.t.
ns

X

j=1

Arj · Xj +

nq
X

i=1

ari · xi + gr · z = br, ∀r

Xj ∈ Ssj
∀j ; xi ∈ Qqi

∀i; z ∈ Pp.

Here,Cj , Arj are real symmetric matrices (not necessarily posi-
tive semidefinite) of dimensionsj andci, ari ∈ Rqi , g, gr ∈
Rp, br ∈ R1.

The global solution of a convex cone programming problem can
be obtained numerically using publicly available softwaresuch as
SDPT3 [3] and DSDP5 [4].

4 RKE for Multidimensional Scaling
MDS Problem. The goal of this task (see [5]) is to estimate full
position configuration for all objects in a preferably low dimen-
sional space while respecting all dissimilarity information avail-
able, whatever “local” or “global” (corresponding to dissimilar or
similar pairs). More details on the material presented in this sec-
tion can be found in our paper [6].
Formulation . We describe a specific formulation of (1), based
on a linearly weightedl1 loss, and use the trace function in the
regularization term to promote dimension reduction. The resulting
problem is as follows:

min
K�0

X

(i,j)∈Ω

wij |dij − Bij · K| + λ trace(K). (5)

Both this formulation and the variant of it, in which a quadratic
loss function is used in place of thel1 loss function can be posed
as convex conic optimization problems (see [6]).

The reason that we use trace as the kernel regularization func-
tion is very intuitive. (There turned out to be some theoretical ev-
idence, which we won’t discuss here, to support this choice). We
want to obtain low rank kernels as RKE solutions. But rank is not
a nice function to optimize with since it is discontinuous and non-
convex. So we use trace, which is a continuous and linear (thus
convex) function of the kernel, as a simple approximation tothe
rank. Another inspiration is from the idea of LASSO [7]. Since
we want to promote the sparsity among eigenvalues of the esti-
mated kernel, the LASSO idea suggests to regularize thel1 norm
of the eigensequence vector (i.e., trace of the kernel) instead of the
l0 norm (i.e., rank of the kernel).
“Newbie” Problem (out-of-sample extension). We now consider
the situation in which a solutionKN of (5) is known for some set
of N objects. We wish to augment the optimal kernel (by one
row and column), without changing any of its existing elements,
to account for a new object (a newbie). That is, we wish to find a
new “pseudo-optimal” kernel̃KN+1 of the form:

K̃N+1 =

»

KN bT

b c

–

� 0, (6)

(whereb ∈ RN andc is a scalar) that solves the following opti-
mization problem:

minc≥0,b

P

i∈Ψ wi |di,N+1 − Bi,N+1 · KN+1| (7)

s.t. b ∈ Range(KN), c − bT K+
Nb ≥ 0,

whereK+
N is the pseudo-inverse ofKN and Ψ is a subset of

{1, 2, . . . , N} of sizet. The quantitieswi, i ∈ Ψ are the weights
assigned to the dissimilarity data for the new point. The con-
straints in this problem are the necessary and sufficient conditions
for K̃N+1 to be positive semidefinite. Again, this constrained op-
timization problem and its quadratic loss variant can be formulated
as convex cone programming problems (see [6]). Their globalso-
lutions can be obtained in polynomial time.
Choosing Elements ofΩ and Tuning λ. See [6].
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Figure 1: Noisy Clusters: Original data.Black stars are three
left-out “newbies” from three clusters respectively.

An Example of Simulated Clusters. We simulated three clus-
ters in the two-dimensional Euclidean space. The data points, 63
of them in total, are random samples from three distinct bivari-
ate normal distributions. To check the ability of our methodfor
recovering the clustering structure under noise, we obtained the
dissimilarity data using the following procedure. We first added
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two noisy coordinates to each data point. These two noisy co-
ordinates follow two independent normal distributions with rela-
tively small variances. The squared Euclidean distances between
all pairs of data points, i.e.,dijs in our notation, were then binned
into 10 equal sized bins over the interval from the minimum to the
maximum of those positivedijs. The value of eachdij was then
replaced by the center value of the bin which it belongs to. This is
an analog of the scenario where only ranks are provided as thedis-
tance/dissimilarity measure. The noisydijs were then treated as
observed dissimilarity data. Note that the binning procedure here
can introduce very none-Euclidean noise.
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Figure 2:Noisy Clusters: Effect ofλ on the Regularized Kernel
Estimate.The two upper plots are RKE results withλ = 0.1. The
upper left one is the eigensequence plot. The upper right oneis
the plot of the first two principal coordinates for recoveredconfig-
uration and “newbies”. The two lower plots are RKE results with
λ = 400.

In this simulation, we used all distinct pairwise squared dis-
tances. We also saved aside one data point from each cluster to
test our “newbie” algorithm. The RKE and newbie formulations
we used for this example are quadratic-loss formulations described
in the Appendix of [6]. The original clusters are displayed in Fig-
ure 1, with different colors and symbols for different clusters. The
true newbie positions are marked with black stars. The same col-
ors and marks are used for the RKE recovered configurations in
the upper right and lower right plots of Figure 2. In Figure 2,the
upper two plots are RKE results withλ = 0.1, while the lower two
are RKE results withλ = 400. As we can see from Figure 2, both
the recovered configurations and the newbie positions are fairly
close to the truth. However, the estimated kernel withλ = 0.1 has
many eigenvalues besides the most significant two, correspond-
ing to small noisy dimensions; whereas for the estimated kernel
with λ = 400, most of these noisy eigenvalues “dropped” to ma-
chine zero. This clearly shows the desired effect of the trace reg-
ularization term promoting dimension reduction. Moreover, when
λ = 0.1, we get the Procrustes measures as defined in Section 2
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Figure 3:Left five panels: log scale eigensequence plots for five
values ofλ. As λ increases, smaller eigenvalues begin to shrink.
Right panel: first ten eigenvalues of theλ = 1 case displayed on a
larger scale.

γp = 0.090 andγd = 0.0309, while whenλ = 400, we have
γp = 0.0089 andγd = 0.0269. This suggests that tuningλ in a
proper way can improve the accuracy of the estimated kernel.
Protein Clustering and Visualization with RKE for MDS . One
of the challenging problems of contemporary biology is inferring
molecular functions of unannotated proteins. A widely usedsuc-
cessful method of protein function prediction is based on sequence
similarity. Statistically significant sequence similarity, which is
typically based on a pairwise alignment score between two pro-
teins, forms the basis for inferring the same function. Two major
related problems exist for predicting function from sequence. The
first problem is the clustering of large number of unlabeled pro-
tein sequences into subfamilies for the purpose of easing database
searches and grouping similar proteins together. The second prob-
lem is concerned with assigning new unannotated proteins tothe
closest class, given the labeled or clustered training data. We show
here that RKE methodology provide an efficient way to represent
each protein sequence with a feature vector in an appropriate coor-
dinate system by utilizing the pairwise dissimilarity between pro-
tein sequences.

We illustrate the utility of RKE methodology using a datasetof
globins that was first analyzed in [8] by a profile HMM approach.
The dataset, distributed with the HMMER2 software package [9],
has a total of 630 globin sequences. The globin family is a large
family of heme-containing proteins with many sub-families. It is
mainly involved in binding and/or transportation of oxygen. For
illustration purposes, we randomly choose 280 sequences from
these data so that three large sub-classes of the globin family (al-
pha chains, beta chains, myoglobins) are included along with a
heterogeneous class containing various types of chains. This selec-
tion resulted in a total of 112 “alpha-globins”, 101 “beta-globins”,
40 “myoglobins”, and 27 “globins” (the heterogeneous class). The
proportion of sequences in each class were taken to be proportional
to the class sizes in the original dataset. We used the RKE formula-
tions (5) and (7) for this application. TheBioconductor pack-
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Figure 4: 3D representation of the sequence space for 280 pro-
teins from the globin family.Different subfamilies are encoded
with different colors: Red symbols are alpha-globin subfamily,
blue symbols are beta-globins, purple symbols represent myo-
globin subfamily, and green symbols, scattered in the middle, are a
heterogeneous group encompassing proteins from other small sub-
families within the globin family. Here, hemoglobin zeta chains
are represented by the symbol+, fish myoglobins are marked by
the symbol2, and the diverged alpha-globinHBAM RANCA is
shown by the symbol* . Hemoglobin alpha-D chains, embedded
within the alpha-globin cluster, are highlighted using thethe sym-
bol △.

agepairseqsim [10] was used to obtain global pairwise align-
ment (BLAST [11]) scores for all pairs ofN = 280 sequences.
For more implementation details and interesting findings through
our RKE results, see [6]. Note that Figure 3 clearly shows the
desired dimension reduction effect of the chosen kernel regular-
ization function (trace).

5 RKE for Manifold Unfolding

Manifold Unfolding Problem . One special case of the dimension
reduction problem arises often when the goal is to find a meaning-
ful/expected low-dimensional structure behind high-dimensional
observations, or more precisely, to recover a low-dimensional pa-
rameterization of high-dimensional data assuming all the data lie
on a low-dimensional manifold. In several recent papers (see [12]
and its references), a large family of algorithms has been proposed
to solve this particular type of dimension reduction problem (here-
inafter, manifold-unfolding problem), in the spirit of reconstruct-
ing the manifold structure globally, but respecting only local in-
formation from the observed data. More details on the material
presented in this section can be found in our paper [12].
Formulation . We refer to [12] for a detailed derivation of the
formulation and emphasize the central ideas here. First, fitting
“locally”, i.e., constructingΩ or choosingwij appropriately so

that only observed dissimilarities between neighbors (close pairs)
appear in the sum of loss, is essential. Second, choosing thekernel
regularization function to be negative average squared Euclidean
distances among all objects, which after simple calculations can
be shown to be proportional to(NI − E) · K, whereN is again
the number objects,I is N -dimensional identity matrix andE is
N by N matrix with all elements being1, is also crucial. The RKE
formulation for manifold-unfolding problem is then:

X

(i,j)∈Ω

wij |dij − Bij · K| − 2λ(NI − E) · K. (8)

Again, this formulation can be posed as a convex cone program-
ming problem (see [12]) which can be solved globally in polyno-
mial time.
“Newbie” Problem . The formulation is similar to (7) with the
only exception thatΨ is constructed locally.
Choosing Elements ofΩ and Tuning λ. See [12].
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Figure 5:Positioning test globin sequences in the coordinate sys-
tem of 280 training sequences from the globin family.The new-
bie algorithm is used to locate one Hemoglobin zeta chain (black
circle), one Hemoglobin theta chain (black star), and seventeen
Leghemoglobins (black triangles) into the coordinate system of
the training globin sequence data.

Unfolding the Noisy Wisconsin Roll. This example is specially
designed to show the robustness of our method, when comparedto
the method recently proposed in [13], which has a basic idea sim-
ilar to ours. We consider two types of noise, which are imposed
on the pairwise distances between neighbors after the all neigh-
bors are selected. In this example, the data points are sampled on
a “Wisconsin roll” (see Figure 6(a)), which is a Swiss roll except
there is a window in the shape of letter ‘W’ punched out (thus no
points will be sampled within ‘W’) which can be seen clearly if
the roll is flatten out. To impose the first type of noise, twenty per-
cent of the selected pairwise distances are multiplied by a uniform
random number over the interval from0.85 to 1.15. The second
type of noise is introduced to all chosendijs (between chosen
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Figure 6:Wisconsin Roll.(a) Scatter plot of original data points; (b) True parameterization; (c) & (d) Eigensequence of the solution
kernel and Regularized Kernel Embedding of the Wisconsin Roll with first type of noise andλ = 0.002; (e) & (f) Similar to (c) & (d)
but for Wisconsin Roll with second type of noise andλ = 0.0025.

neighbors) using the binning procedure as used in the simulated
example in Section section:mds.

A random sample of 861 points was used for this example with
the neighborhood size set to bek = 6. In both of these noisy sit-
uations, our method successfully (withλ in a proper range) con-
verges to a global optimum with only two significant dimensions
(see eigensequences plots displayed in Figures 6(c) and 6(e)). The
Procrustes measure in Table 1 below shows our solution is very
close to the truth, although the recovered embeddings shownin
Figures 6(d) and 6(f) are slightly distorted from the truth as in
Figure 6(b) due to the imposed noise.

Table 1: Procrustes Measure between Estimate and Truth

1st type of noise case 2nd type of noise case
γp 0.0055 0.0030
γd 0.0154 0.0112

On the contrary, the algorithm in [13] fails to converge because it
tries to solve an infeasible primal problem for which the dual is
unbounded. For the solvers we used, DSDP5 reported “ DSDP:
Dual Unbounded, Primal Infeasible” and SDPT3 reported “Stop:

primal problem is suspected of being infeasible”. These results
are expected because when a certain level of noise is directly im-
posed on the distance information, it is very likely that no Eu-
clidean metric can fit the noisy distance data (for instance if the
triangle inequality is violated somewhere). Then problem set-up
in [13] is infeasible in the sense that no solution can satisfy all the
constraints simultaneously.
Fixing a Broken Stick. Here, we describe a toy example for the
purpose of highlighting the difference between our method and the
method proposed in [13]. The primary difference between thetwo
methods is that for the method in [13] local distances are enforced
rigidly whereas we relax this requirement. We want to show that
this relaxation can be very important for manifold-unfolding prob-
lems even in the cases without noise.

The data points are randomly sampled on two branches of a
‘broken stick’ (see top right plot in Figure 7). One branch isfrom
the origin to the point(1, 1) and the other is from(1, 1) to (2, 0).
We force the sample to include the point(1, 1). The manifold-
unfolding goal here is to flatten out the stick. If any of the pairs for
which the squared distance is selected to fit, has one member from
the left branch and the other member from the right branch, then
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the method in [13] will not be able to flatten out the stick. Forour
method, a smallλ will not flatten out the stick either, but a suffi-
ciently largeλ will. The result from employing the method in [13]
with k = 5 is almost visually indistinguishable from the plot in Fig
10. Withk = 5 andλ too small (λ = 1e − 5) , our method also
fails to flatten out the stick but recovers the original broken stick.
As can be seen in the upper left corner of Figure 7, two outstand-
ing eigenvalues are obtained. However, withλ sufficiently large
(λ = 0.3), we see only one outstanding eigenvalue thus we ob-
tain the one dimensional flattened stick on the lower right corner
of Figure 7. As expected, within our regularized kernel embed-
ding framework, the smoothness/dimensionality is controlled by
the smoothing/tuning parameterλ.
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Figure 7: Broken Stick: Effect ofλ on the Regularized Kernel
Embedding using (8).Smallλ does not flatten out the stick, but a
largerλ does.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we developed a general framework called kernel reg-
ularization. We also described two special formulations ofthe
framework for solving two different problems where dimension
reduction is promoted through regularizing the kernel estimates.
Our methods are robust against noise and provide global solu-
tion via modern convex cone programming techniques. It is worth
mentioning that if we choose to impose the centering constraint
E · K = 0 (although we can do without this) in problem (8),
the kernel regularization function for manifold unfoldingbecomes
J(K) = −2(NI − E) · K = −2NI · K = −2N trace(K). In-
terestingly, in problem (5), the kernel regularization function we
use to promote dimension reduction is trace instead of the nega-
tive trace (with a constant multiplier). So, the trace regularization
function with different signs in front of it both actually promote
dimension reduction but only in different scenarios.

Current work in progress includes extensions of both the met-

hodology and the applications including the clustering of proteins
at the top level of the protein hierarchy and genome sequencere-
covering through manifold unfolding. We are also working on
developing systematic tuning methods for the RKEs. Future work
of interest includes exploring the properties of the alternatives pro-
vided here and their applications in other contexts.
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